Human recombinant arginase enzyme reduces plasma arginine in mouse models of arginase deficiency
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Abstract

Arginase deficiency is caused by deficiency of arginase 1 (ARG1), a urea cycle enzyme that converts arginine to ornithine. Clinical features of arginase deficiency include elevated plasma arginine levels, spastic diplegia, intellectual disability, seizures and growth deficiency. Unlike other urea cycle disorders, recurrent hyperammonemia is typically less severe in this disorder. Normalization of plasma arginine levels is the consensus treatment goal, because elevations of arginine and its metabolites are suspected to contribute to the neurologic features. Using data from patients enrolled in a natural history study conducted by the Urea Cycle Disorders Consortium, we found that 97% of plasma arginine levels in subjects with arginase deficiency were above the normal range despite conventional treatment. Recently, arginine-degrading enzymes have been used to deplete arginine as a therapeutic strategy in cancer. We tested whether one of these enzymes, a pegylated human recombinant arginase 1 (AEB1102), reduces plasma arginine in murine models of arginase deficiency. In neonatal and adult mice with arginase deficiency, AEB1102 reduced the plasma arginine after single and repeated doses. However, survival did not improve likely, because this pegylated enzyme does not enter hepatocytes and does not improve hyperammonemia that accounts for lethality. Although murine models required dosing every 48 h, studies in cynomolgus monkeys indicate that less frequent dosing may be possible in patients. Given that elevated plasma arginine rather than hyperammonemia is the major treatment challenge, we propose that AEB1102 may have therapeutic potential as an arginine-reducing agent in patients with arginase deficiency.

Introduction

Arginase deficiency (MIM#207800) is caused by a deficiency of arginase 1, a cytosolic urea cycle enzyme that converts arginine to ornithine. Characteristic phenotypic features of arginase deficiency include spastic diplegia, seizures, intellectual disability (ranging from mild to severe), self-protein restriction and growth deficiency (1,2). Less frequent complications include hepatic cirrhosis and fibrosis (3–6). Unlike other urea cycle disorders, hyperammonemia is less frequent and typically less severe. Elevated plasma arginine levels are diagnostic for arginase deficiency.
and are the basis of newborn screening for this disorder. Diagnosis can be confirmed with molecular studies or with red blood cell arginase enzyme activity.

Although seizures and intellectual disability may be observed in all urea cycle disorders, spastic diplegia is a unique feature of arginase deficiency that is not typical of any other urea cycle disorder. The etiology of the neurologic phenotype in arginase deficiency is unknown. However, increased levels of guanidino compounds, which are produced from arginine, have been detected in blood, urine and cerebrospinal fluid from patients with arginase deficiency, and these compounds have been hypothesized to cause the neurologic phenotype (7–11). Alternative hypotheses that have been proposed include dysregulation of other metabolites of arginine such as nitric oxide and agmatine (7).

Because arginine and its metabolites are suspected to cause the neurologic phenotype in arginase deficiency, the consensus goal of treatment has been reduction of plasma arginine with a low-protein diet, amino acid supplementation and administration of nitrogen-scavenging agents. Such treatment has been shown to decrease plasma arginine levels (2,12–14), and in some patients, it has resulted in stabilization or prevention of the neurologic phenotype (2,12–14). However, with this treatment strategy, normalization or near-normalization of plasma arginine in arginase deficiency is challenging.

The benefits of reducing the levels of plasma arginine and arginine metabolites have also been demonstrated in patients receiving liver transplantation. Long-term follow-up studies of two patients after orthologous liver transplantation demonstrated normalization of plasma arginine and plasma guanidino compounds (5,15). Furthermore, after transplantation, the stabilization or prevention of neurologic progression suggests that circulating arginine and its metabolites are the cause for the neurologic phenotype rather than intrinsic abnormalities in the central nervous system (5,15).

Because normalization of plasma arginine levels in arginase deficiency is challenging, the use of arginase enzyme therapy for lowering circulating plasma arginine levels has been suggested as an alternative treatment strategy. To test this approach, arginase has been introduced into hollow-fiber reactors and shown to reduce arginine levels in artificial buffers and in whole blood derived from rabbits (16). Likewise, arginase-loaded erythrocytes reduced plasma arginine levels in wild-type rats and in mice made hyperargininemic with arginine injections (17,18). As arginase is abundantly expressed in red blood cells, red blood cell transfusions have been used to provide an exogenous source of arginase in patients with mixed results (19–21).

Human recombinant arginase has recently emerged as a potential therapy for various forms of cancer (22). For example, arginase causes arginine depletion in tumors that do not express arginase enzyme activity. The etiology of the neurologic phenotype in arginase deficiency is unknown. However, increased levels of guanidino compounds, which are produced from arginine, have been detected in blood, urine and cerebrospinal fluid from patients with arginase deficiency, and these compounds have been hypothesized to cause the neurologic phenotype (7–11). Alternative hypotheses that have been proposed include dysregulation of other metabolites of arginine such as nitric oxide and agmatine (7).

The beneﬁts of reducing the levels of plasma arginine and arginine metabolites have also been demonstrated in patients receiving liver transplantation. Long-term follow-up studies of two patients after orthologous liver transplantation demonstrated normalization of plasma arginine and plasma guanidino compounds (5,15). Furthermore, after transplantation, the stabilization or prevention of neurologic progression suggests that circulating arginine and its metabolites are the cause for the neurologic phenotype rather than intrinsic abnormalities in the central nervous system (5,15).

Because normalization of plasma arginine levels in arginase deficiency is challenging, the use of arginase enzyme therapy for lowering circulating plasma arginine levels has been suggested as an alternative treatment strategy. To test this approach, arginase has been introduced into hollow-fiber reactors and shown to reduce arginine levels in artificial buffers and in whole blood derived from rabbits (16). Likewise, arginase-loaded erythrocytes reduced plasma arginine levels in wild-type rats and in mice made hyperargininemic with arginine injections (17,18). As arginase is abundantly expressed in red blood cells, red blood cell transfusions have been used to provide an exogenous source of arginase in patients with mixed results (19–21).

Human recombinant arginase has recently emerged as a potential therapy for various forms of cancer (22). For example, arginase causes arginine depletion in tumors that do not express argininosuccinate synthase, an enzyme necessary for arginine synthesis, and hence, they are auxotrophic for arginine. In the setting of arginine depletion, cell proliferation is reduced. Recently, AEB1102, a human recombinant arginase enzyme produced in Escherichia coli was developed for this purpose (23,24). The enzyme is pegylated to improve stability and half-life. In addition, the replacement of two manganese (Mn2+) ions with cobalt (Co2+) resulted in increased catalytic activity and improved stability (23,24). In wild-type mice, twice weekly intraperitoneal delivery of AEB1102 resulted in depletion of plasma arginine (25). We hypothesized that this human recombinant arginase, at lower doses, could be used to reduce plasma arginine in patients with arginase deficiency.

In the present study, using data from the Urea Cycle Disorders Consortium (UCDC) of the Rare Disease Clinical Research Network (RDCRN), we confirmed that patients with arginase deficiency have elevated plasma arginine levels despite current treatment approaches. In a preclinical, translational study, we tested whether AEB1102 lowers plasma arginine levels in neonatal and inducible adult murine models of arginase deficiency. In addition, we evaluated the time course of plasma arginine recovery after administration of AEB1102 in cynomolgus monkeys. The objective of this study was to determine whether human recombinant arginase therapy could be a potential new treatment strategy for normalization of plasma arginine in patients with arginase deficiency.

**Results**

**Elevated plasma arginine despite treatment in patients with arginase deficiency**

A total of 22 subjects (11 males, 11 females) with arginase deficiency were enrolled in the Longitudinal Study of Urea Cycle Disorders conducted by the UCDC (ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier: NCT00237315). Of these 22 subjects, 3 were diagnosed because a sibling had the disorder, 2 were diagnosed by newborn screening and the remaining 17 subjects were diagnosed after developing symptoms of the disorder. The age of diagnosis ranged from 8 days to 12 years, and the age range at the most recent visit was 1 month to 50 years. Eleven patients had molecular diagnosis, and an additional five had red blood cell arginase enzyme activity that was between 1 and 2% of the control range. Confirmation of diagnosis for the remaining six patients was based on plasma arginine elevation. Growth parameters and neurologic parameters are presented in Table 1.

**Table 1. Characteristics of UCDC Longitudinal Study Cohort of subjects with arginase deficiency**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diagnosis</th>
<th>Number assessed</th>
<th>Mean (range) or %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age at first symptoms</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>20.3 months (0–72 months)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age at diagnosis</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>39.1 months (0–144 months)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age at most recent visit</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>177 months (1–600 months)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Growth parameters (ages 2–20 years)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean weight Z-score</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>−0.36 (−2.36 to 1.22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean height Z-score</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>−1.19 (−4.27 to 1.23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOC &lt; 3rd %tile</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presence of one or more hyperammonemia episodes</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nitrogen-scavenging agents</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liver transplantation</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neurologic phenotype</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abnormal tone</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>62%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abnormal reflexes</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seizures</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual disability or developmental delay†</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>89%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-ambulatory§</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Data for patients 6 months old or greater were used.

†Data for patients 3 years and older were used.
Despite dietary protein restriction, 97% of all plasma arginine levels collected at routine study visits were above the normal range (using an upper limit of the normal range = 150 µmol/l), and no subject had all plasma arginine levels within the normal range (Fig. 1A). Most subjects (86%) were on a nitrogen-scavenging agent at the most recent visit. However, only 55% of subjects reported a history of at least one hyperammonemia episode with most subjects reporting less than five total hyperammonemia episodes across their lifetime (Fig. 1B). One subject had received liver transplantation. These results clearly demonstrate that the present standard therapy is suboptimal in controlling the plasma arginine levels.

AEB1102 normalizes plasma arginine in neonatal arginase-deficient mice

The neonatal mouse model for arginase deficiency (Arg1−/−) demonstrates severe hyperargininemia and early mortality (10–14 days of age) from hyperammonemia (26). In proof-of-concept studies, we used this mouse model to test whether AEB1102 normalizes plasma arginine in this neonatal model of arginase deficiency. To this end, we performed pharmacokinetic studies to determine the optimal dose and frequency of AEB1102. We demonstrated that a single dose of AEB1102 (0.04 mg/kg) administered at postnatal day 4–5 normalized plasma arginine levels by 24 h in a dose-dependent manner (Fig. 2A). Results are not shown for doses of enzyme >0.05 mg/kg as they depleted plasma arginine levels. Time course studies of plasma arginine after a single dose (0.05 mg/kg) revealed that optimal dose frequency is 48 h (Fig. 2B). Repeated dose studies (0.04 mg/kg every 48 h) demonstrated persistence of reduced plasma arginine levels compared with mice treated with placebo (P < 0.0001) (Fig. 3A). However, repeated dosing did not result in improved survival in neonatal pups with arginase deficiency (Fig. 3C) likely because arginase enzyme therapy does not treat hyperammonemia, which is the cause of death in this model (26) as this pegylated enzyme is not expected to enter the liver. Neonatal pups treated with repeated dosing were sacrificed for compassionate reasons on postnatal day 10–12 which is consistent with the expected survival of 10–14 days in this mouse model (26). As expected, the levels of ornithine, the product of the arginase enzyme, rise during treatment with AEB1102 (P < 0.0001) (Fig. 3B).

AEB1102 reduces brain arginine levels in the neonatal model

Amino acid analysis performed in whole brain samples from Arg1−/−mice at postnatal day 11 after repeated dosing of arginase
enzyme revealed a decrease in whole brain arginine level relative to whole brain from untreated mice ($P = 0.005$) (Fig. 3D). We suspect that this decrease in whole brain arginine level reflects circulating arginine in the blood that may still be present in the sample at the time of collection. In contrast, the level of liver arginine was unchanged with treatment, and this finding supports our hypothesis that this pegylated enzyme does not enter the liver and, thus, does not treat hyperammonemia (Fig. 3E).

AEB1102 reduces plasma arginine but does not improve survival in an adult arginase-deficient model

As described previously (27,28), we generated an adult inducible model of arginase deficiency. To confirm hyperargininemia in the model, we demonstrated that plasma arginine rises as expected after tamoxifen administration (Fig. 4A). As in the neonatal model, AEB1102 administered by intraperitoneal injection in the adult model reduced plasma arginine levels in a dose-dependent manner (Fig. 4B). A rise in plasma ornithine similar to the neonatal studies was also observed in the adult model (data not shown). Based on time-course studies (Fig. 4C), a dose frequency of every 48 h was selected for follow-up studies.

To assess whether repeated doses of AEB1102 resulted in sustained reduction in plasma arginine levels in the adult model, repeated doses of AEB1102 or PBS were given on Day 15 and Day 17. Plasma and tissues were collected on Day 18 (~24 h after the last dose of enzyme or PBS). After two doses of AEB1102 (0.02 mg/kg/dose), plasma arginine levels were significantly lower than in mice treated with PBS ($P < 0.0001$) (Fig. 5A), although % weight loss was similar in the two groups (Fig. 5B). Plasma ornithine

Figure 3. Repeated dose studies of AEB1102 in neonatal arginase-deficient mice. (A) After repeat dosing every 48 h, plasma arginine levels show persistent reduction on postnatal day 11 in neonatal Arg1$^{-/-}$ mice. Treatment was started on Day 6 with a dose of 0.04 mg/kg/dose. (B) Plasma ornithine levels on Day 11 are higher in treated versus untreated neonatal Arg1$^{-/-}$ mice. (C) Treated and untreated neonatal Arg1$^{-/-}$ mice survive until Days 10-14 which is consistent with previously published reports (26). (D) Whole brain arginine levels are significantly higher in untreated versus treated neonatal Arg1$^{-/-}$ mice. (E) Liver arginine levels are not significantly different between untreated versus treated neonatal Arg1$^{-/-}$ mice. One-way ANOVA was used with Dunnett’s post-test, and all groups were compared with the +/- enzyme-treated group. Tx = treatment. $^{***}P < 0.0001$, $^{**}P < 0.01$, $^*P < 0.05$. 


levels were significantly higher in the AEB1102-treated adult arginase-deficient mice (Cre+) compared with PBS-treated mice (Fig. 5C). Although the plasma ornithine rose slightly in the wild-type mice (Cre−) treated with AEB1102, the magnitude of the rise was not as high as that in AEB1102-treated arginase-deficient mice (Cre+) (Fig. 5C). Although plasma guanidinoacetate levels were higher in the adult arginase-deicient mice (Cre+), there were no significant differences in plasma guanidinoacetate levels between arginase-deficient mice (Cre+) that were treated with AEB1102 versus placebo possibly because the mice were exposed to decreased plasma arginine levels for only 4 days, and such a short time frame may not be sufficient to clear already elevated plasma guanidinoacetate levels (data not shown). In addition, although there was a trend toward a decrease in brain arginine levels after treatment (P = 0.0994, Fig. 5D) with AEB1102, liver arginine levels were similar in arginase-deficient mice (Cre+) treated with AEB1102 or PBS (Fig. 5E).

To test whether repeated doses of AEB1102 resulted in improved survival or hyperammonemia, the enzyme (0.02 mg/kg/dose) was dosed every 48 h. Survival until compassionate euthanasia (e.g. weight loss ≥20%, decreased movement in cage) was compared between the arginase-deficient (Cre+) mice treated with AEB1102 versus PBS, and no significant difference was observed (Fig. 6A). Elevated ammonia levels at the time of sacrifice were also not significantly different between the two groups (Fig. 6B), suggesting that AEB1102 does not improve survival, weight loss or hyperammonemia.

**Studies of AEB1102 in cynomolgus monkeys support weekly dosing**

To assess the translatability of such an approach in humans, dosing studies were conducted in non-human primates. The high concentrations of AEB1102 achieved subsequent to intravenous administration of all doses led to an immediate decrease in plasma arginine levels in cynomolgus monkeys without hyperargininemia (Fig. 7). Post-dose plasma arginine levels continued to be low until serum levels of AEB1102 dropped below 1–2 µg/ml. This observed threshold range for arginine reduction was consistent after dose administration on both Days 1 and 8 and in all three dose groups. At the highest dose level of 1 mg/kg on Days 1 and 8, there was minimal recovery of plasma arginine levels at 168 h post-dose on both Day 1 and Day 8, consistent with AEB1102 concentrations that did not decline below ~1 µg/ml over most of this time frame. As the dose of AEB1102 decreased, there was progressively more recovery of plasma arginine levels. At the lowest dose (0.1 mg/kg), plasma arginine levels begin to rise by Day 4 and return to near-normal levels by Days 7–8 (Fig. 7).

**Discussion**

Using both neonatal and adult arginase-deficient mouse models, we have demonstrated that AEB1102 reduces plasma arginine levels in a dose-dependent manner and that this reduction is sustained with repeated dosing. The doses used were nearly 100-fold
lower than doses used previously to deplete plasma arginine in wild-type adult mice, although we dosed more frequently (every 2 days versus twice weekly) (25). However, despite reduction in plasma arginine levels, human recombinant arginase 1 enzyme (AEB1102) did not improve survival in either model likely because of persistence of hyperammonemia. The data from the UCDC longitudinal study cohort of patients with arginase deficiency suggest that persistently elevated plasma arginine levels rather than severe, frequent, episodic hyperammonemia is the main treatment challenge in arginase deficiency (Fig. 1).
difference in the severity of hyperammonemia in mice compared with human patients has been attributed to the induction of arginase 2 enzyme activity in the kidney of humans with arginase deficiency (29–32). Thus, given that circulating arginine and its metabolites have been proposed to be the cause for the neurologic phenotype in arginase deficiency, we suspect that AEB1102 may have therapeutic potential in patients with arginase deficiency.

Our results demonstrating that reduction in plasma arginine levels does not improve survival in the neonatal model confirms results obtained by Hu et al. (32) who demonstrated that myocyte-mediated expression of arginase in neonatal Arg1−/− mice resulted in improved plasma arginine levels without improvement in hyperammonemia or survival. Hu et al. (32) also detected a decrease in liver arginine levels in their model, but in our studies, no decrease in hepatic arginine levels was observed. One potential reason why hepatic arginine levels were not reduced in our models is that we suspect that this pegylated enzyme does not enter the liver. Furthermore, the skeletal muscle-specific gene therapy model by Hu et al. (32) was shown to exhibit some hepatic expression that was hypothesized to result from arginase 1 expression in hepatic myofibroblasts. Perhaps, expression in hepatic myofibroblasts contributed to the decrease in hepatic arginine in the gene therapy model. Alternatively, perhaps, the sustained decrease in plasma arginine over a longer time period with gene therapy contributed to the reduction in liver arginine levels in the gene therapy model.

Intraperitoneal injection was selected as the mode of AEB1102 delivery, because this mode of delivery had been used in prior studies in wild-type mice (25). However, with intraperitoneal delivery, we noted that a small subset of mice did not respond to AEB1102. We suspect that this lack of response was due to technical failures in delivery (e.g. leakage in the neonatal model or injection into the intestine). Perhaps, intravenous delivery via tail vein injection or retro-orbital injection would decrease some of the variability observed. Furthermore, we noted more variability in plasma arginine levels.
levels in the adult model which we attribute to the fact that the plasma arginine is rising in the adult model rather than stably elevated as in the neonatal model (Fig. 4A). The 48-h dose frequency used in mice would be challenging in human patients. However, although the studies were performed in monkeys with normal plasma arginine levels, the data from cynomolgus monkeys support a less frequent dosing regimen which may be more practical for human patients with arginase deficiency.

Plasma ornithine was noted to rise in both the neonatal and adult arginase-deficient mouse models. Elevated plasma ornithine is known to be associated with gyrate atrophy (33,34). Thus, strict monitoring of ornithine levels would be essential when considering administration in humans. However, a mild rise in plasma ornithine may also be beneficial in patients with arginase deficiency, because ornithine supplementation has been proposed as a treatment modality for arginase deficiency as ornithine reduces the activity of arginine-glycine amidinotransferase (AGAT), the enzyme that generates guanidinoacetate, an epileptogenic compound, from arginine (35). Because of differences in the metabolic rate between mice and humans, it is difficult to predict whether plasma ornithine will rise and if so, the magnitude of rise in humans.

Our murine studies clearly show a reduction in plasma arginine after administration of AEB102. We also detected a reduction in brain arginine in neonatal but not adult arginase-deficient mice. The reason for the discordance between the two models is unclear but may be due to the fact that the neonatal mice received an additional dose of enzyme compared with the adult mice. The survival in the treated neonatal and adult arginase-deficient mice was likely too short to allow for the study of the long-term impact on brain arginine and on arginine metabolites, such as guanidino compounds in both the plasma and brain. Hu et al. (32) demonstrated a reduction but not normalization of plasma guanidinoacetate levels in association with reduced plasma arginine levels in their myocyte-mediated arginase expression model, a result that supports our hypothesis that prolonged exposure to AEB1102 may lead to reduction in the circulating levels of arginine metabolites, such as guanidinoacetate. However, although data support that arginine and its metabolites cause the neurologic phenotype in this disorder, the exact etiology of the neurologic dysfunction remains unclear. Thus, if clinical trials of AEB1102 are pursued, long-term studies of neurologic outcome will be necessary to determine whether reduction of plasma arginine (and potentially its metabolites) is sufficient to improve neurologic outcome in this disorder.

The time course of exposure to AEB1102 was also likely too short to allow for evaluation of potential immunologic responses to the enzyme. It has been suggested that expression of ARG2 which has ~92% homology with ARG1 in conserved regions of the protein and ~42% homology in less conserved regions may provide some protection against an immune response to gene therapy, and the same may be true for an enzyme therapy (32,36). However, it is possible that antibodies formed to epitopes unique to ARG1 could still induce an immune response despite this homology. Data from the UCDC cohort together with published studies demonstrate that a variety of mutation types have been associated with arginase deficiency, and some mutations, but not all, are associated with the presence of immunoreactive material present on western blot (1,2). Thus, if an immune response is observed, it is possible that mutation type and the presence of cross-reactive immunologic material may predict which patients are at increased risk for an immune response.

Overall, we have demonstrated that human recombinant arginase 1 enzyme (AEB1102) lowers plasma arginine in a dose-dependent manner in both neonatal and adult inducible arginase-deficient mouse models. Although survival and hyperammonemia are not improved with AEB1102, we hypothesize that AEB1102 may have clinical utility in human patients with arginase deficiency since elevated plasma arginine rather than severe hyperammonemia is the greater challenge in treating patients with arginase deficiency.

Materials and Methods

Patient population and data collection

Data for patients with arginase deficiency were collected as part of the Longitudinal Study of Urea Cycle Disorders (ClinicalTrials.gov NCT00237315) (37), a natural history study conducted by the NIH-sponsored Rare Diseases Clinical Research Network’s (RDCRN) Urea Cycle Disorders Consortium (UCDC). The UCDC includes 14 academic center sites in the USA, Canada, and Europe (37). Data for all study visits at all centers were collected in a standardized format as detailed in the manual of operations, and the data were entered into the electronic database maintained by the Data Management and Coordinating Center of the RDCRN. For enrollment of patients with arginase deficiency, the following diagnostic criteria were used: ≥5-fold elevation of arginine in the blood and/or reduced arginase enzyme activity in red blood cells or other appropriate tissue and/or identification of pathogenic variants in ARG1. Data from all 22 subjects with arginase deficiency who were enrolled in the Longitudinal Study of Urea Cycle Disorders were included in this analysis. The data used in this analysis were obtained from the enrollment visit and subsequent follow-up study visits through May 2013. Plasma samples for amino acid analysis were collected before administration of nitrogen-scavenging agents and at least 3 h after the most recent meal. Plasma amino acid analysis and other laboratory analyses were performed at local CLIA-certified laboratories. EPI INFO software (http://wwwn.cdc.gov/epiinfo/) was used to calculate body weight and height z-scores based on the 2000 CDC growth charts at the most recent visit for all subjects between the ages of 2 and 20 years. For head circumference percentile, the appropriate reference data for age and gender were used (38,39). For all parameters studied, the number of subjects with data for that parameter is indicated in the text or table. For developmental delay and/or intellectual disability, data were obtained from parental report at baseline visit or from physical examination at either baseline or follow-up visits. For the single subject who had liver transplantation, data from the most recent visit prior to transplantation were used in the analysis.

Mouse colony management

All mouse studies were performed in the Transgenic Mouse Facility at Baylor College of Medicine. The mice were maintained in microisolator cages in ventilated racks with a 12:12 h, light:dark cycle. Mice were fed either Lab Diet 5V5R or Harlan 2020 chows, which have comparable nutritional content. All mouse studies were approved by the Baylor College of Medicine Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC).

Neonatal arginase 1 deficiency mouse studies

A neonatal mouse model for arginase deficiency (B6.129-Arg1<sup>1<sub>n100/J</sub></sup>) was obtained from Jackson Laboratories (Bar Harbor, ME, USA) (26). Because of initial poor litter survival in the mouse colony, the B6.129-Arg1<sup>1<sub>n100/J</sub></sup> female mice were crossed to 129/SvEv male mice, and the F1 offspring were intercrossed to...
generate F2 offspring with improved survival which were used for the study. Both male and female mice were used for all studies. All mating cages were provided with drinking water supplemented with sodium benzoate (Spectrum Chemical Manufacturing Company, Gardena, CA, USA), a nitrogen-scavenging agent, (1.5 mg/ml of drinking water, pH adjusted to 7–8, drug dosage: ~250 mg/kg/day) which was introduced at least 48 h prior to delivery of the pups and continued through the course of the experiment. For initial pharmacokinetic studies, varied doses of AEB1102 (diluted in sterile phosphate-buffered saline, PBS, Medi-atech, Manassas, VA, USA) were administered as a single dose by intraperitoneal injection using a 0.3 ml syringe at postnatal day 4–5. Placebo-treated mice were administered an equivalent dose of sterile PBS via intraperitoneal injection. The mice were sacrificed by decapitation under deep anesthesia with inhaled isoflurane (Butler Schein Animal Health, Dublin, OH, USA) 24 h after administration of AEB1102. Trunk blood was collected in a heparin-coated tube at sacrifice, and plasma was isolated for plasma amino acid analysis. Similar single-dose studies were performed with sacrifice 48 h or later after administration to collect plasma for time-course studies. For repeated dose studies, dosing was performed via intraperitoneal injection every 48 h starting at postnatal day 6, and mice were sacrificed by decapitation under deep anesthesia with inhaled isoflurane at postnatal day 11 (~24 h after third dose). Trunk blood and tissues (liver and whole brain) were collected. For survival studies, mice were monitored daily and compassionately sacrificed when pups demonstrated decreased movement, constant tremor, seizure or death or when pups demonstrated decreased movement, constant tremor, seizure or death. All genotyping was performed using DNA isolated from toe tissue collected from neonatal pups using published primer sequences (26).

Adult arginase 1 deficiency mouse studies

The C57BL/6-Arg1<sup>tm1Pmu</sup>; Arg1<sup>ESF</sup> mouse was obtained from Jackson Laboratories (Bar Harbor, ME, USA) and crossed with a mouse that has a ubiquitously expressed tamoxifen-inducible Cre recombinase (B6.129-Gt(Rosa)26Sor<sup>tm1(Cre/ERT2)Tyj</sup>); Cre+) to generate an inducible adult mouse model of arginase deficiency (27,28,40,41). Genotyping to identify Cre<sup>+</sup> mice was performed using standard procedures with DNA isolated from tail tissue collected from pups at weaning. To generate the arginase-deficient model, tamoxifen (Sigma, St Louis, MO, USA) was administered (75 mg/kg or maximum dose of 100 µl of 20 mg/ml solution) via oral gavage for 5 consecutive days to 5- to 10-week-old male and female mice (referred to as Days 1–5). Tamoxifen was prepared as a solution of 20 mg/ml (200 mg in 0.5 ml of 100% ethanol and 9.5 ml of corn oil, mixed on rotator for 3–4 h at room temperature, stored at ~20°C for no longer than 2–3 weeks). On Day 15 after first oral gavage dose of tamoxifen, male and female mice were administered AEB1102 (in sterile PBS) via intraperitoneal injection using a Hamilton syringe. Placebo-treated mice were administered an equivalent volume of sterile PBS via intraperitoneal injection. For repeat dose experiments, dosing of AEB1102 or PBS was repeated every 48 h. Mice were weighed on Day 12 and then daily starting on Day 15 until the end of the experiment. Mice that lost 20% or more of their body weight (based on weight on Day 12) or were in extremis were euthanized prior to study completion as per IACUC guidelines. All blood collections in adult animals were performed with retro-orbital collections into heparin-coated tubes after anesthesia with inhaled isoflurane in the fed state. Tissues were collected after cervical dislocation under anesthesia.

Plasma and tissue studies (mouse)

Plasma and tissue samples were stored at ~80°C until time of analysis. Tissue samples for amino acid analysis were homogenized in Seraprep<sup>™</sup> (10 µl/mg of tissue, Pickering Labs, Mountain View, CA, USA) and centrifuged at 2000 rpm (376 x 4 min in a microfuge tube). The supernatant was stored at ~80°C until the time of analysis. Amino acid analysis was performed by Biochrom 30 Amino Acid Analyzer (Biochrom, UK) at the Baylor College of Medicine Medical Genetics Laboratories using standard methods. Ammonia levels were measured using the Ammonia Assay Kit (Sigma) immediately after sample collection. Guanidinoacetic acid levels were determined by using UFLC-MS/MS (Waters, UK) with a previously published assay (42).

Cynomolgus monkey studies

This study was performed in strict accordance with the recommendations in the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals of the National Institutes of Health. The contract testing facility selected to perform the animal studies (MPI Research, Inc., Mattawan, MI, USA) maintains an Animal Welfare Assurance statement with the National Institutes of Health, Office of Laboratory Welfare (A4192-01, A3181-01). To ensure compliance, protocols were approved by the MPI Research Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee before the initiation of treatment.

The repeat intravenous dose study was performed in naive male and female cynomolgus monkeys that were 2–4 kg and 2–5 years of age at the time of the study. The human recombinant enzyme (AEB1102) was administered via a single intravenous injection into the saphenous or other suitable vein at Days 1 and 8. The dose volume for each animal was determined based on body weight. AEB1102 was formulated in 10% glycerol in PBS, pH 7.4, and provided to MPI at a nominal concentration of 3 mg/ml. This formulation was diluted at a 1:1 ratio with 0.45% sodium chloride on each day of administration. These formulations were stored at ~60 to ~90°C. Three doses (0.1 mg/kg, 0.3 mg/kg and 1 mg/kg) were used in two monkeys each in a repeated dose study.

Blood samples were collected prior to dose administration and at the following time points after dose administration: 5 min, 15 min, 3, 6, 24, 48, 72, 96, 120, 144 and 168 h. For analysis of plasma AEB1102 concentration, blood samples were collected (0.5 ml/time point) from the femoral vein/artery (or other suitable vein) into tubes with no anticoagulant. Samples were allowed to clot at room temperature for at least 30 min and centri fuged to collect serum. Following centrifugation, the serum samples were split into two approximately equal aliquots and stored frozen (~70 ± 10°C) until analysis. For analysis of plasma arginine concentration, blood (1 ml/time point) was collected from the femoral vein/artery into K<sub>2</sub>EDTA tubes and centrifuged. After centrifugation, acetic acid (2%) was added to the plasma samples, and the aliquots were stored frozen (~70 ± 10°C) until analysis.

Analysis for serum AEB1102 concentrations was performed at Intertek Pharmaceutical Services (San Diego, CA, USA) using an enzyme activity assay in cynomolgus monkey serum. Analysis of plasma arginine concentrations also was performed at Intertek Pharmaceutical Services (Eldorado Hills, CA, USA) using an LC-MS/MS assay.

Statistical analysis

A one-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s post-test with comparisons of all groups to the treated –/– (neonatal model) or treated Cre<sup>+</sup> (adult model) group was performed for analyses of plasma and
tissue metabolites. For two-sample comparisons, a Mann–Whitney test was used.
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